This Cheat Sheet provides a visual reminder of the advanced shortcuts on MASCHINE MIKRO.

**WORKING WITH SOUND**
- Adjust selected Sound parameter: Plug-in > < >.
- Select parameter in software to display it on the controller.
- Reset Sound when in Pad Mode: Shift + Erase.
- Adjust Sound volume: Volume + 1-16.
- Silent Sound selection: Select + 1-16.

**EDITING**
- Navigate parameter pages: NA.
- Adjust value in fine increments: NA.
- Fast scroll in Browser Results List: X.

**AUTOMATION**
- Write parameter automation when in Plug-in mode: AUTO.
- Write FX automation in Perform mode: AUTO.
- Pin automation: Pin.
- Clear automation in focused Pattern: Clear + 10.

**GROUP**
- Switch Group bank (available after a second Bank is created): Group + 2.
- Delete Group: Erase + 1-16.
- Adjust selected Group Volume / Swing / Tune: Volume / Swing / Tempo + 12-16.

**FIXED VELOCITY**
- Activate Fixed Velocity: Fixed Velocity.
- Adjust Fixed Velocity: Fixed Velocity.

**TOUCHSTRIP**
- Add Notes to selected pads: Notes + 1-16.
- Record pitch-bend or modulation: Pitch + Rec Mode.

**UNDO**
- Undo last action: Undo + 1.

**CHOKE**
- Stop note / Sample / Prehear from playing: Choke + Mute.

**MIDI MODE**
- Enter MIDI mode: MIDI mode.